Some common steps in exploring language teaching awareness

The article considers some standard steps in exploring language teaching awareness presented as issues to view teacher development in academic process that involves both the acquisition of practical knowledge and theoretical principles that influence the academic process. Exploring language teaching awareness helps to explore and become more aware of one’s own teaching beliefs, attitudes, and practices. It provides with knowledge and guidelines that empower to make informed teaching decisions. In language teaching awareness it is crucial to the process of exploratory the essence the above-mentioned notions. Education is the „third eye” of an individual, it gives insight into all affairs, it teaches how to act justly and rightly, it assists to realize the true significance of academic teaching, it eliminates darkness and smash illusion, it increases our fame, makes us cultured and pure, nourish us like a mother, directs us to the proper path, guides us to reach our destination. Its a very socially oriented activity and quality education has traditionally been associated with strong teachers having high degrees of personal contact with learners. An appropriate knowledge base is essential for creating powerful learning environments and for an adequate provision of supporting instructional material. In the process of transforming information to knowledge, the teacher plays an important part. Teaching is a process in which the teacher and students create an interactive environment. The article illustrates some of the research methods which are used to investigate classroom interaction and samples of learner production. The presented classification of the methods and their short descriptions allow language teachers to design their own study and shed light on important and/or controversial issues concerning teaching practice.
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Nowadays, teaching is becoming one of the most challenging professions where knowledge is expanding rapidly and much of it is available to students as well teachers at anytime and anywhere. Therefore, teachers have to accept the demands of modern world and modify their old concepts and methods according to the needs of learners, otherwise the teachers will become updated in the coming future and it will deteriorate the quality of education. There is widespread belief that teaching awareness can and will empower teachers and learners for teaching-learning processes to develop their creativity, problem-solving abilities, informational reasoning skills, communication skills, and other higher-order thinking skills. Language learning awareness is not only used to enhance learning but also important for a teacher to be comfortable using to ensure that students get the full advantages of educational technology. Teaching with technology is different than teaching within a typical classroom. Teachers must be trained in how to plan, create, and deliver instruction.

Teaching awareness theme in teacher education is to view teacher development as a process that involves both the acquisition of practical knowledge (skills) and the examination of beliefs, principles, and theories and how they influence the way teachers teach.

Teaching involves both thought and action, and the interaction between two forms. Teacher education also has to face the issue of linking the content teacher education to the contexts in which teachers work. Hence teacher educators are constantly exploring ways of making their curriculum and the activities they make use of relevant to the immediate and long-term concerns of student teachers.

In language teaching awareness it is crucial to the process of exploratory the essence of observation and description of teaching events and processes, investigation of teaching through action research.

Language teaching awareness can be perceived by an exploratory approach that is realized by such steps as: observation; research; experience.

Observation

classroom observation is a formal or informal observation of teaching while it is taking place in a classroom or other learning environment. Typically conducted by fellow teachers, administrators, or instructional
specialists, classroom observations are often used to provide teachers with constructive critical feedback aimed at improving their classroom management and instructional techniques. School administrators also regularly observe teachers as an extension of formal job-performance evaluations.

Classroom observations may be called learning walks, teacher observations, walkthroughs, and many other things, and they may be conducted for shorter or longer periods of time from a few minutes to a full class period or school day. Educators may also use a wide variety of classroom-observation methods. Some may be nationally utilized models developed by educational experts, while others may be homegrown processes created by the educators using them. In many cases, observation notes are recorded using common templates or guidelines that describe what observers should be looking for or what the observed teacher would like feedback on. Increasingly, educators are conducting and recording classroom observations using digital and online technologies, such as smartphones, tablets, and subscription-based online systems that can provide educators with observational functionality and data analytics that would not be possible if paper-based processes were used.

While classroom observations are conducted for a wide variety of purposes, they are perhaps most commonly associated with job-performance evaluations conducted by school administrators and with professional learning communities—groups of teachers who work together to improve their instructional skills. Classroom observations may be conducted by teachers in the same content area or grade level; in these cases, teachers share students or similar expertise or they may be conducted by teachers across academic disciplines, in this case, the goal may be to observe and learn from the varied instructional practices used in different types of classes.

It should also be noted that many educators make a strict delineation between observations made for the purposes of helping a teacher improve, and those conducted for the purposes of job-performance evaluation.

Being observed in the classroom can rattle any teacher's nerves. But, teacher observations that serve as vehicles for professional growth rather than performance evaluations have multiple benefits — for teachers, administrators, and the school.

More and more, administrators and teachers are viewing peer observation as a form of collaborative professional development. This kind of observation can yield its greatest benefits when used as a means of sharing instructional techniques and ideologies between and among teachers.

Classroom observation has been used many years ago to evaluate the quality of teaching provided and the consistency between the curriculum plan and the actual delivery of the material by teachers. Wagg (1999) stated that «the purpose of looking at implementation is to see whether there is mismatch between intention and strategies» [1; 29]. Classroom observation has constantly been seen as an effortful task from the side of the teachers. Negative attitudes have been expressed from several teachers venting their disappointment about the process by which observation has been implemented. This feeling of unhappiness and dissatisfaction is not a product of today; it is possibly an aggregation of many years of authoritarian, impressionistic, and impartial models of supervisions with teachers feeling of little ownership. Because the observer has a great role in renewing the teacher's contracts, they had to conform to the supervisor's viewpoints. This is considered an exceptional limitation of the observation process [1; 42].

Diverse research revealed that the way teachers behave in the classroom and the instructional methods they use impact the degree students learn. Consequently, using classroom observations, educators and investigators are capable of providing feedback that may improve the teaching practices in the class. Hopkins (2002) considers that the motivation behind any school observation is not limited to classroom research only but it extends to the professional development of teachers [1; 35]. This is because of the many years of observations that contemporary educationalists agreed to desert through time the conventional ‘recitation lesson’ (Wragg 1999) [1; 30].

Clearly, different forms observations encompass different criteria. These criteria may be comprehensive or specific. Some observation forms may focus on the students' behavior while others may seek out the response of teachers to such behaviors. According to Hopkins (2002), there are four methods of observation: open, focused, structured, and systematic. Each method needs special instrument [1; 36]. Observation tools are forms that are to be filled out by the observer. Depending on the observation technique, some forms or instruments may simply be a blank sheet, a worksheet, a scale, checklists, computer software, or a tally sheet. Some observers may be affected by the setting in which the lesson takes place and may focus on some particular feature of the teaching of one specific subject, like science or English. This in turn may influence whether they adopt a quantitative style, which is a type of systematic approach; counting and recording of individual events, or a qualitative method, which is a type of the open observation approach, trying to look behind and beneath the mere frequencies (Wragg 1999) [1; 36].
Furthermore, there are many observations tools used by teachers on their classes or in peer observation settings (Malamah-Thomas 1987, Wajnryb 1992) [1; 35]. Such instruments are powerful developmental tools for teachers and for trainees advisors, allowing both to look at the lesson systematically in conjunction with the feedback from advisors. Therefore, teachers and observers must perceive the instruments similarly to avoid misinterpretations and predispositions of the items within the tools.

To pursue the task appropriately, the advisors will not be participated in any other job but collecting data. Instead, the observer should concentrate on a particular behavior — a specific criterion (Wragg, 1999, Hopkins 1999, 2002). For an observer, it is very important to avoid preconceptions and afterward approach whatever is to be observed with an open mind (Wragg 1999) [2].

Due to its direct involvement with the individuals observed, observation does have a benefit; however, it is time-consuming (Robson, 2002) [1]. Pre-judgments and predispositions may also produce troubles with observation. Such troubles may lead to misinterpretation of the data being collected (Brophy & Good 2003) [3]. Therefore, the observer should avoid any personal biases that may contaminate his/her results.

In such a small-scale study, the entire process of observation, from the instrument used by the observer to different stages of teacher observation, was totally decided by the observer and the investigator. The terms observer and advisor will be used interchangeably.

Exploring of teaching awareness is realized by observing other teachers. We can gain self-knowledge and self-insight by observing what teachers and students do in classrooms and other settings. It also makes point that when we generate our own alternative ways to teach based on our own observations of what the others do, we are constructing our own knowledge.

To gain awareness, we first understand the patterns or rules we follow in our teaching by analyzing the interaction in own classroom atmosphere. Once we understand those patterns, we can generate alternative ways to teach. We can explore by trying the opposite to see what happens or by replacing one teaching behavior with another. No matter which alternative is used, the idea is to try something different to see what happens.

In general, generating alternatives, whether based on self-observation or observation of other teachers, does not have to be concerned with fixing problems. We can try some alternative techniques to explore simply to see what happens. It is through an awareness of what and how we teach, and the consequences of teaching on classroom interaction, as well as the relationship between teaching behavior and student learning.

One of the main purposes of observation is to evaluate teaching. The goal is to help the teacher to improve and to become a more effective teacher.

A second purpose of observation is to learn to teach. Unlike with a supervisory purpose in which the teacher is observed, when the goal is to learn to teach, the teacher is the one doing the observing. The purpose is often used in preservice teacher-education programs. Inexperienced teachers can learn much from such observation, especially if the models and «prescriptions are presented and seen as samples of possibilities or prods to question what we do» [1].

The observation «should not be an endorsement» [1] for promotion and tenure, a judgment of the teacher’s teaching methods, styles and skills, or an assessment of the teacher’s knowledge of disciplinary content. It is purely developmental rather than intimidation and making decisions.

Teacher observation should be part of a pool of professional development opportunities. One way in which peer observation can be very effective is when teachers acquire new skills or ideas at conferences and then model those new approaches for their colleagues. That is best done through observation, who advocates learning in academic process, rather than through «pull-out» training, such as workshops. Professional development should be job-embedded, he emphasized. That is one of the greatest benefits of teachers observing other teachers [4].

Research

Another way to explore teaching is through research. It includes such issues and concerns based on academic process in a classroom. Systematically working through the problems by creating an initiating plan of action, and reflecting on the degree to which the plan works. Often action research is a community effort. In addition, action research helps us to discover some similar problems, such as — large number of students, complaining about the curriculum, and not doing homework.

First of all, action research takes its initial and primary place in research field applied in teaching awareness studies. Action research cannot always be associated with exploration due to its narrow problem-
solving approach to teaching. If the objective of the research is just to find a solution to a problem or best way to teach, then it cannot be considered as a real exploration.

A number of books and articles have been written on action research, although there are surprisingly few published action research studies done by EFL teachers investigating problems in their own classrooms. One of them are Burns and Hood (1997) who have published a variety of action research projects done in Australia [1; 60]. She illustrates the usual «problem-solving» way action research in which small groups of teachers supported one another as they each raised their own questions, refined issues, posed problems, planned action, collected data, and interpreted what they found.

Changes in and reflections on classroom interaction allowed her to raise new concerns and pose a new problem. She observed that students would not cooperate during joint activities. Some expressed boredom, irritation, or exasperation, although the teacher thought her activities would engage the students. Recognizing this new problem, she wanted to know why students’ felt like this, so she decided to consult with each student and to document their comments. Finally, she discovered that students did not like activities and discussions that revolved around cultural and social differences, a theme that ran throughout many of the activities she had created.

Overall, she discovered that students were already deeply aware of ethnic, religious, and political differences from their life experiences and that they did not want to expose and discuss their strongly personal beliefs and values.

There are also some detailed non-action -oriented teacher-research studies, such as those found in Cardoza (1994) who studied independently a collaborative action research group made in 1994 [5]. Like many teachers, Cardoza was concerned about whether or not quiet students were learning. Posing this problem, she explored these students’ true abilities with English and discovered they were quite capable of expressing themselves in their jobs (where they use their second language, English). The most significant trait of her is study is the focus on a fresh perspective on the idea that not voluntary speaking in class does not necessarily mean not learning. The research project also illustrates that not all perceived problems are actually problems, and that sometimes it is needed to dig a little more deeply into the students’ lives to understand what is actually going on.

These above -mentioned studies show research exploring and the latest discoveries made in that field of studying of teaching language awareness.

The second place is given to writing journal (Russian name — register) exploring. By writing a teaching journal we can criticize, doubt and raise questions. Journals can provide a way to work through the emotional part of teaching. They also can supply with a place to articulate and explore different practices. They can be used to keep a record of such things as self-observations, general observations, and so-called drops-in, some of the teaching ideas and so on. Which actually might able to create a wonderful opportunity to openly explore teaching interaction with the students, as well as analyzing of teaching activities in detail (mostly as a part of paper work).

The final step goes for intentional supervising. Supervision promotes teacher learning, similar to the way teaching fosters student learning. They key focus is on exploring a variety of contexts and activities that promote talk between teachers and supervisors.

Teacher research can be a powerful form of professional development that can change a teacher's practice. But what is it exactly and what does it involve?

Teacher research is practical, action-based research. It enables educators to follow their interests and their needs as they investigate what they and their students do. Teachers who practice teacher research find that it expands and enriches their teaching skills and puts them in collaborative contact with peers that have a like interest in classroom research.

Teacher research can change a teacher's practice, but it can also have a profound effect on the development of priorities for schoolwide planning and assessment efforts as well as contribute to the profession's body of knowledge about teaching and learning.

**Experience**

Learning experience refers to any interaction, course, program, or other experience in which learning takes place, whether it occurs in traditional academic settings (schools, classrooms) or nontraditional settings (outside-of-school locations, outdoor environments), or whether it includes traditional educational interactions (students learning from teachers and professors) or nontraditional interactions (students learning through games and interactive software applications).
Because students may learn in a wide variety of settings and ways, the term is often used as a more accurate, preferred, or inclusive alternative to terms such as course, for example, that have more limited or conventional connotations. Learning experience may also be used to underscore or reinforce the goal of an educational interaction—learning—rather than its location (school, classroom) or format (course, program), for example.

The growing use of the term learning experience by educators and others reflects larger pedagogical and technological shifts that have occurred in the design and delivery of education to students, and it most likely represents an attempt to update conceptions of how, when, and where learning does and can take place.

The focus is on life experience that might be elicited outside of school to what we do within the walls of the workplace. The kinds of experiences mostly promoted by arts or humanitarian disciplines.

A renewed look at teaching experience is warranted due to advances in research methods and data systems that have allowed researchers to more accurately answer this question. Specifically, by including teacher-fixed effects in their analyses, researchers have been able to compare a teacher with multiple years of experience with that same teacher when he or she had fewer years of experience. In contrast, older studies often used less precise methods, such as comparing distinct cohorts of teachers with different experience levels during a single academic year.

According to Jeery G. Gebhard and Robert Oprandy there are several basic outcomes that analyze the effect of teaching experience on students’ activity in classroom [4]:

1. Teaching experience is positively associated with student achievement gains throughout a teacher’s career. Gains in teacher effectiveness associated with experience are steepest in teachers’ initial years, but continue to be significant as teachers reach the second, and often third, decades of their careers.

2. As teachers gain experience, their students not only learn more, as measured by standardized tests, they are also more likely to do better on other measures of success, such as school attendance.

3. Teachers’ effectiveness increases at a greater rate when they teach in a supportive and collegial working environment, and when they accumulate experience in the same grade level, subject, or district.

4. More-experienced teachers support greater student learning for their colleagues and their school, as well as for their own students.

Of course, there is variation in teacher effectiveness at every stage of the teaching career, so not every inexperienced teacher is less effective, and not every experienced teacher is more effective.

If teachers are given multiple opportunities to develop teaching, they can more easily gain awareness of their teaching. Teachers gain a lot from doing individual teacher-development activities, such as observing other teachers, keeping a journal, working in a research project, talking with a supervisor, or working on a personal development project. Each activity certainly offers an opportunity to explore their teaching. However, teachers are provided with even more opportunity to develop when they process teaching through multiple activities, especially if given chances to relate the experience of one activity to that of another.
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Некоторые этапы исследования языкового обучения

В статье рассмотрены некоторые стандартные этапы изучения преподавания языка, представленные в виде вопросов для рассмотрения развития учителя в учебном процессе, который включает в себя как приобретение практических знаний, так и теоретические принципы, влияющие на учебный процесс. Изучение этапов и основ преподавания иностранных языков позволяет лучше понять некоторые индивидуальные и независимые подходы, взгляды и методы преподавания. Они обеспечивают знаниями и руководящими принципами, которые позволяют принимать обоснованные педагогические решения. Автором изучены виды деятельности, которые учителя могут использовать для повышения осведомленности о преподавании, включая наблюдение, исследование, ведение журналов. В языковом обучении крайне важна сущность упомянутых выше понятий. Образование представляет собой некий «третий глаз» человека, оно дает представление обо всем, как действовать справедливо и правильно, направляя нас на правильный путь, ведет нас к цели. Языковое обучение — это социально ориентированная деятельность. Качественное образование традиционно ассоциируется с сильными учителями, имеющими высокую степень личного контакта с учениками. Надлежащая база знаний важна для создания мощных учебных сред и адекватного обеспечения вспомогательного учебного материала. В процессе преобразования информации в знании учителю играет базовую роль. Преподавание — это процесс, в котором учитель и ученики создают интерактивную среду. В статье проиллюстрированы некоторые из методов исследования, которые используются для изучения взаимодействия в классе и примеры обучения учащихся. Представленная классификация методов и их краткие описания позволяют учителям иностранных языков разрабатывать свои собственные исследования и пролить свет на важные и/или противоречивые вопросы, касающиеся педагогической практики.

Ключевые слова: преподавание языка, знания в области преподавания языка, наблюдение, исследование, ретроспективное исследование, альтернативные методы, учебный процесс, культурные и социальные различия, детальные исследования, не ориентированные на действия учителя, исследования, основанные на действиях, эффективность учителя, развитие, проект, коллегиальная рабочая среда, общее наименование, разный уровень опыта.